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Image Collection and Focus Stacking Technique

Objectives
• Discuss the inherent challenges of image capture with operative
microscopy in the field of Otology and Neurotology.
• Demonstrate how the photo-editing technique of "focus stacking"
can be utilized to produce high-quality and high-fidelity images
• Develop a protocol for capturing and formatting images in photoediting software

Introduction
Otologic procedures performed under microscopy are confined in
space and progress in depth to a targeted structure, creating a
roughly conical operative field. The resulting variation in depth may
be in the range of centimeters from the periphery to the area of
interest.1-3 The optical physics of microscopy present a persistent
challenge in capturing photographic data in this field. Images tend to
be in focus at only the center due to the the relatively shallow depth
of field of the microscope lens and the significantly different focal
length at the periphery.4 With the image-editing technique of focus
stacking, multiple images of varying focal length can be spliced
together to produce high-quality and high-fidelity imaging.
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Figure 2. Cochleostomy images obtained prior to editing (2.1MP, 1098 x 1080 res; Zeiss Pentero®). Figure A demonstrates the planned focal lengths used to obtain B, C, and D.

Cochleostomy Focus Stacking

Methods and Materials
A systematic protocol was created for capturing images based on the
conical surgical field. Images were collected for two cochlear implant
procedures. The site of greatest depth was chosen as epicenter of
the focal length (FL) for the initial image. The circumference of this
in-focus area of interest (AOI) roughly demarcated the transition to
loss of acceptable focus. As shown in Figure 1, the focal length was
then shortened to reposition the depth of field approximately the
length of the radius of the AOI from the periphery of the prior image
to create three additional images of varying focal length. The images
were then focus stacked and rendered using the Adobe® Photoshop®
software.
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Figure 3. Figure 3 A depicts an operative image of cochleostomy prior to cochlear implant positioning. Figure 3 B depicts the same image following focus stacking.

Mastoidectomy Focus Stacking
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Figure 4. Figure 4 A depicts an operative image of the mastoid antrum and incus short process. Figure 3 B and D depict the same images following focus stacking.

Conclusion
Figure 1. Schematic of protocol for capturing images of varying focal length. AOI:
Area of interest; FL: Focal length.
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Focus stacking is a simple and objectively practical method for improving the quality of photographic imaging in the field of Otology/Neurotology
requiring little to no additional training for a physician. Our proof of concept with this method demonstrates markedly improved image quality that
retains accuracy of the original source. We have created a systematic protocol for capturing multiple otologic images at varying focal lengths. Once
collected, preconstructed algorithms in currently available photo-editing software easily and reliably render enhanced images.
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